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A difference-integral representation of Koornwinder
polynomials
Eric M. Rains
Abstract. We construct new families of (q-) difference and (contour) inte-
gral operators having nice actions on Koornwinder’s multivariate orthogonal
polynomials. We further show that the Koornwinder polynomials can be con-
structed by suitable sequences of these operators applied to the constant poly-
nomial 1, giving the difference-integral representation of the title. Macdonald’s
conjectures (as proved by van Diejen and Sahi) for the principal specialization
and norm follow immediately, as does a Cauchy-type identity of Mimachi.
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1. Introduction
In [6], Koornwinder introduced a family of (symmetric) multivariate orthogonal
(Laurent) polynomials orthogonal with respect to the following density on the unit
torus:
∆(n)(z1, z2, . . . zn; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)(1.1)
=
∏
1≤i≤n
(z±2i ; q)
(t0z
±1
i , t1z
±1
i , t2z
±1
i , t3z
±1
i ; q)
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(z±1i z
±1
j ; q)
(tz±1i z
±1
j ; q)
,
where (x, y, z, . . . , w; q) represents the infinite q-symbol
(x; q) :=
∏
j≥0
(1− qjx),(1.2)
(x, y, z, . . . , w; q) := (x; q)(y; q)(z; q) · · · (w; q),(1.3)
so in particular (z±1i z
±1
j ; q) = (zizj ; q)(zi/zj; q)(zj/zi; q)(1/zizj ; q).
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To be precise, the Koornwinder polynomials K
(n)
λ (. . . zi . . . ; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t) are
uniquely defined by the following requirements:
(i) K
(n)
λ (; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t) is a BCn-symmetric polynomial; i.e., a Laurent
polynomial invariant under permutations of the variables and substitu-
tions zi 7→ z−1i .
(ii) Moreover, it is monic with respect to dominance:
K
(n)
λ (. . . zi . . . ; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t) = mλ + dominated terms.
(iii) With respect to the above density, it is orthogonal to any strictly domi-
nated monomial.
When n = 1, Koornwinder’s density becomes the following density associated to
the Askey-Wilson polynomials [1]:
(1.4) ∆(1)(z; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t) =
(z±2; q)
(t0z±1, t1z±1, t2z±1, t3z±1; q)
and thus the Koorwinder polynomials are a multivariate analogue of Askey-Wilson
polynomials, which themselves are q-analogues of the classical (Hermite, Laguerre,
Jacobi) orthogonal polynomials.
Based on an analogy with Macdonald polynomials associated to general root
systems, Macdonald made three conjectures for the Koornwinder polynomials. In
addition to conjectured formulas for principal specialization
(1.5) k
(n)
λ (t0:t1, t2, t3; q, t) := K
(n)
λ (. . . t
n−it0 . . . ; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)
and for the norm with respect to the above inner product, Macdonald made a third
conjecture, which we will call evaluation symmetry, stating that
K
(n)
λ (. . . q
µitn−it0 . . . ; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)
K
(n)
λ (. . . t
n−it0 . . . ; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)
=
K
(n)
µ (. . . qλitn−itˆ0 . . . ; tˆ0, tˆ1, tˆ2, tˆ3; q, t)
K
(n)
µ (. . . tn−itˆ0 . . . ; tˆ0, tˆ1, tˆ2, tˆ3; q, t)
,
for suitably modified parameters tˆi. In [15], van Diejen showed that these conjec-
tures were equivalent; evaluation symmetry was then proved by Sahi [14], extending
work of Cherednik [3] for other root systems, using the relevant “double affine Hecke
algebra” [9]; see for instance the book [7] (which treats all three conjectures directly
via the double affine Hecke algebra). Essentially, this approach involves a certain
large family (the affine Hecke algebra) of q-difference operators for which the Koorn-
winder polynomials are eigenfunctions; it also constructs an associated family of
non-symmetric orthogonal polynomials. (A different approach, also non-symmetric
and applicable to arbitrary root systems, was recently developed by Chalykh [2].)
In recent work [11], we developed a radically different approach to understand-
ing Koornwinder polynomials (and in particular proving Macdonald’s conjectures).
This approach is in many respects weaker–at present, it cannot handle the non-
symmetric Koornwinder polynomials, and only works for the root system BCn (the
hardest case for the other approaches!)–but has a significant advantage in one im-
portant respect: it can be generalized (fairly) easily to the elliptic level [12]. (See
also the contributions by Gustafson and Spiridonov to this volume for discussions
of related elliptic special functions.) This approach is based on Okounkov’s in-
terpolation polynomials [10], as well as a certain q-difference operator that acts
nicely on these polynomials and the Koornwinder polynomials; note this operator
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is not, in fact, an element of the affine Hecke algebra, although it can presumably
be constructed using the related theory of raising operators [7].
In [13], inspired by Okounkov’s use of an integral operator to study and con-
struct interpolation polynomials, we gave an explicit construction of the elliptic
analogue of Koornwinder polynomials, using a sequence of difference and integral
operators. There is thus a corresponding construction of Koornwinder polynomials
obtained by degenerating from the elliptic case. In the present note, we describe
this construction, and use it to give yet another proof of two of the three Macdonald
conjectures (principal specialization and norm).
Acknowledgements. This paper is based on a talk the author gave at the
Workshop on Jack, Hall-Littlewood and Macdonald Polynomials held at the Inter-
national Centre for Mathematical Sciences, September 23 through 26, 2003. The
author would like to thank the organizers for inviting him to that stimulating meet-
ing, as well as the other participants for making the meeting stimulating.
Notation. Following [11], we define three multivariate analogues of q-symbols:
C0λ(x; q, t) :=
∏
1≤i
(t1−ix; q)λi(1.6)
C−λ (x; q, t) :=
∏
1≤i≤j
(tj−ix; q)λi−λj+1
(tj−ix; q)λi−λj
(1.7)
C+λ (x; q, t) :=
∏
1≤i≤j
(t2−i−jx; q)λi+λj
(t2−i−jx; q)λi+λj+1
,(1.8)
with the usual conventions representing products of C symbols via multiple argu-
ments. We refer the reader to [11, §2] for further discussion of these symbols and
the transformations they satisfy. We also follow [13] in defining two particularly
important combinations of C symbols:
∆0λ(a|b1, . . . , b2m; q, t) =
(
(qa)m
b1 · · · b2m
)|λ|
C0λ(b1, . . . , b2m; q, t)
C0λ(qa/b1, . . . , qa/b2m; q, t)
(1.9)
∆λ(a|b1, . . . , b2m; q, t) = ∆0λ(a|b1, . . . , b2m; q, t)
t2n(λ)(t/qa)|λ|C02λ2 (qa; q, t)
C−λ (q, t; q, t)C
+
λ (a, qa/t; q, t)
.
(1.10)
(These are, of course, limits of the corresponding symbols of [13] appropriate to
the Koornwinder degeneration.)
Given a partition λ with at most n parts, the BCn-symmetric monomial func-
tion mλ is defined to be the symmetrization of the monomial
∏
i z
λi
i . Note that
in terms of the usual monomial symmetric function, we have mλ(. . . zi . . . ) =
mλ(. . . zi + z
−1
i . . . ). We define a BCn-symmetric function eλ analogously, for par-
titions with λ1 ≤ n.
If f is a BCn-symmetric polynomial, we define
〈f〉′(n)t0,t1,t2,t3;q,t =
(q; q)n
(t; q)n2nn!
∫
f(. . . zi . . . )∆
(n)(. . . zi . . . ; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)(1.11)
∏
1≤i≤n
dzi
2π
√−1zi
,
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and
(1.12) 〈f〉(n)t0,t1,t2,t3;q,t =
〈f〉′(n)t0,t1,t2,t3;q,t
〈1〉′(n)t0,t1,t2,t3;q,t
,
surpressing (n) when it follows from context. If |t0|, |t1|, |t2|, |t3|, |q|, |t| < 1, then
the contour of integration will be the unit torus; otherwise, the contour needs to
be modified to meromorphically continue from this case. We finally define
(1.13)
N
(n)
λ (t0:t1, t2, t3; q, t) :=
〈K(n)λ (; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)K(n)λ (; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)〉t0,t1,t2,t3;q,t
k
(n)
λ (t0:t1, t2, t3; q, t)k
(n)
λ (t0:t1, t2, t3; q, t)
2. Difference operators
Of course, the first thing to consider when studying a nice family of orthogonal
polynomials is the normalization of the inner product density itself. In the case
of the Koornwinder polynomials, this normalization was given by the following
theorem of Gustafson.
Theorem 2.1. [4] For arbitrary complex parameters q, t, t0, t1, t2, t3 all of
absolute value less than 1,
(2.1) 〈1〉′(n)t0,t1,t2,t3;q,t =
∏
1≤j≤n
(t2n−j−1t0t1t2t3; q)
(tn−j+1; q)
∏
0≤r<s≤3(t
n−jtrts; q)
.
We will discuss Gustafson’s proof in the sequel, but for the present the following
proof will be more relevant. First, a lemma.
Lemma 2.2. For arbitrary complex numbers t, t0, t1,
(2.2)∏
1≤i≤n
(1+R(zi))
∏
1≤i≤n
(1− t0zi)(1− t1zi)
1− z2i
∏
1≤i<j≤n
1− tzizj
1− zizj =
∏
1≤i≤n
(1− tn−it0t1),
where R(z) is the operator defined by R(z)f(z) = f(1/z).
Proof. If we multiply the left-hand side by the fully antisymmetric polynomial
(2.3) ∆(z) =
∏
1≤i≤n
(zi − 1/zi)
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(zi + 1/zi − zj − 1/zj),
we obtain the sum
(2.4)
∏
1≤i≤n
(1−R(zi))
∏
1≤i≤n
−(1− t0zi)(1− t1zi)
zi
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(1− tzizj)(zj − zi)
zizj
.
Since each term is a Laurent polynomial, the sum is itself a Laurent polynomial.
Moreover, since
(2.5)
∏
1≤i≤n
−(1− t0zi)(1 − t1zi)
zi
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(1− tzizj)(zj − zi)
zizj
is antisymmetric under permutations of the variables, and the group generated by
the R(zi) is normalized by Sn, it follows that the sum will also be antisymmetric.
Since it is also antisymmetric under each R(zi), we find that it is antisymmetric
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under the full action of BCn. But then it must be a multiple of ∆(z). Comparing
degrees, we find that the original left-hand side sums to a constant.
To compute this constant, we can proceed in either of two ways. First, if
we specialize zi = t
n−it0, only one term on the left survives, which immediately
simplifies to give the desired result. Alternatively, we can simply compute the
coefficient of the leading monomial of
(2.6)
∏
1≤i≤n
(1−R(zi))
∏
1≤i≤n
−(1− t0zi)(1− t1zi)
zi
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(1− tzizj)(zj − zi)
zizj
.

We can now give the associated proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof. Factor the integrand as
∆(n)(. . . zi . . . ; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t) = ∆
(n)
+ (. . . zi . . . ; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)(2.7)
∆
(n)
+ (. . . z
−1
i . . . ; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t),
where
(2.8)
∆
(n)
+ (. . . zi . . . ; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t) =
∏
1≤i≤n
(z2i ; q)
(t0zi, t1zi, t2zi, t3zi; q)
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(ziz
±1
j ; q)
(tziz
±1
j ; q)
,
and consider the integral∫
∆
(n)
+ (. . . q
1/2zi . . . ; t
′
0, t
′
1, t
′
2, t
′
3; q, t)(2.9)
∆
(n)
+ (. . . z
−1
i . . . ; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)
∏
1≤i≤n
dzi
2π
√−1zi
,
where
(2.10) (t′0, t
′
1, t
′
2, t
′
3) = (q
1/2t0, q
1/2t1, q
−1/2t2, q
−1/2t3).
Now, Lemma 2.2 can be expressed in the equivalent form
(2.11)
∏
1≤i≤n
(1 +R(zi))
∆
(n)
+ (. . . q
1/2zi . . . ; t
′
0, t
′
1, t
′
2, t
′
3; q, t)
∆
(n)
+ (. . . zi . . . ; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)
=
∏
1≤i≤n
(1− tn−it0t1),
and we thus conclude that∫
∆
(n)
+ (. . . q
1/2zi . . . ; t
′
0, t
′
1, t
′
2, t
′
3; q, t)(2.12)
∆
(n)
+ (. . . z
−1
i . . . ; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)
∏
1≤i≤n
dzi
2π
√−1zi
=
(t; q)nn!
(q; q)n
∏
1≤i≤n
(1− tn−it0t1)〈1〉′(n)t0,t1,t2,t3;q,t
If we apply the change of variables zi 7→ q−1/2/zi, we obtain a similar simplification;
we thus conclude
(2.13) 〈1〉′(n)t0,t1,t2,t3;q,t =
∏
1≤i≤n
(
1− tn−it2t3/q
1− tn−it0t1
)
〈1〉′(n)
q1/2t0,q1/2t1,q−1/2t2,q−1/2t3;q,t
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Since the desired right-hand side satisfies the same recurrence, and both sides are
invariant under permutations of t0 through t3, we conclude that the ratio of the
two sides of the desired identity is a function only of t0t1t2t3, q, and t.
We can then compute this ratio by expanding the limiting case tn−1t2t3 = 1
via residue calculus. 
The key observation is that this proof can be viewed as being based on adjoint-
ness of difference operators. We define three q-difference operators as follows.
Definition 1. Let t0, t1, t2, t3, q, t be arbitrary parameters, and define dif-
ference operators acting on BCn-symmetric polynomials as follows:
(D−(n)q (t)f)(. . . zi . . . ) =
∏
1≤i≤n
(1 +R(zi))
∏
1≤i≤n
zi
1− z2i
(2.14)
∏
1≤i<j≤n
1− tzizj
1− zizj f(. . .
√
qzi . . . )
(D(n)q (t0, t1; t)f)(. . . zi . . . ) =
∏
1≤i≤n
(1 +R(zi))
∏
1≤i≤n
(1− t0zi)(1 − t1zi)
1− z2i
(2.15)
∏
1≤i<j≤n
1− tzizj
1− zizj f(. . .
√
qzi . . . )
(D+(n)q (t0, t1, t2, t3; t)f)(. . . zi . . . )(2.16)
=
∏
1≤i≤n
(1 + R(zi))
∏
1≤i≤n
(1 − t0zi)(1 − t1zi)(1 − t2zi)(1 − t3zi)
zi(1− z2i )
∏
1≤i<j≤n
1− tzizj
1− zizj f(. . .
√
qzi . . . )
Theorem 2.3. The above difference operators take BCn-symmetric polynomi-
als to BCn-symmetric polynomials, acting triangularly with respect to dominance
of monomials:
D−(n)q (t)mλ = q
−|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤n
(1 − qλitn−i)mλ−1n + dominated terms(2.17)
D(n)q (t0, t1; t)mλ = q
−|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤n
(1 − qλitn−it0t1)mλ + dominated terms(2.18)
D+(n)q (t0, t1, t2, t3; t)mλ = q
−|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤n
(1 − qλitn−it0t1t2t3)mλ+1n
(2.19)
+ dominated terms.
Furthermore, they satisfy the following adjointness relations with respect to the
Koornwinder inner product:
(2.20) 〈fD(n)q (t0, t1; t)g〉′(n)t0,t1,t2,t3;q,t = 〈gD(n)q (t′2, t′3; t)f〉
′(n)
t′
0
,t′
1
,t′
2
,t′
3
;q,t,
where (t′0, t
′
1, t
′
2, t
′
3) = (q
1/2t0, q
1/2t1, q
−1/2t2, q
−1/2t3), and
(2.21)
〈fD+(n)q (t0, t1, t2, t3; t)g〉′(n)t0,t1,t2,t3;q,t = qn/2〈gD−(n)q (t)f〉
′(n)
q1/2t0,q1/2t1,q1/2t2,q1/2t3;q,t
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Proof. The same argument used to prove Theorem 2.1 extends immediately
to give adjointness. Similarly, that the operators take polynomials to polynomials
follows as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. For instance, for D−, we find that after
clearing the denominator, we obtain
∏
i(1−R(zi)) applied to a Laurent polynomial
in which every monomial is dominated by
∏
i z
λi+n−i
i . When we antisymmetrize
and divide the denominator back out, we thus find that every monomial of the result
is dominated by
∏
i z
λi−1
i as required. Moreover, the coefficient of that monomial
is readily computed as given above. (See, for instance, [11, Theorem 3.1].) 
Corollary 2.4. The difference operators act on Koornwinder polynomials as
follows.
D−(n)q (t)K
(n)
λ (; q
−1/2t0, q
−1/2t1, q
−1/2t2, q
−1/2t3; q, t)(2.22)
= q−|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤n
(1− qλitn−i)K(n)λ−1n(; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)
D(n)q (t0, t1; t)K
(n)
λ (; q
1/2t0, q
1/2t1, q
−1/2t2, q
−1/2t3; q, t)(2.23)
= q−|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤n
(1− qλitn−it0t1)K(n)λ (; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)
D+(n)q (t0, t1, t2, t3; t)K
(n)
λ (; q
1/2t0, q
1/2t1, q
1/2t2, q
1/2t3; q, t)
(2.24)
= q−|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤n
(1− qλitn−it0t1t2t3)K(n)λ+1n(; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)
Remark. Given this action on Koornwinder polynomials, it is natural to won-
der how our difference operators relate to the theory of double affine Hecke alge-
bras. The operator D
(n)
q certainly has such an interpretation, as follows. There
is a diagram automorphism of the root system BCn which gives rise to an outer
automorphism of its Weyl group; using this in the standard way gives an operator
corresponding to translation by the (miniscule) weight (12 , . . .
1
2 ) that commutes
(modulo a parameter shift) with the usual commutative subalgebra. Symmetriz-
ing this gives a difference operator which, by comparing actions on Koornwinder
polynomials, must equal D
(n)
q . Most likely, the operators D
+(n)
q and D
−(n)
q arise
similarly, as analogues of “shift operators” (see [7, §5.9] for the usual version).
In particular, we see that D− acts as a lowering operator, and D+ acts as
a raising operator. Moreover, it is clear that we can combine these “first-order”
operators in eight different ways to obtain “second-order” operators for which the
Koornwinder polynomials are actually eigenfunctions. These second-order opera-
tors all lie in the center of the affine Hecke algebra; the first-order operators do not,
but can presumably still be obtained from that theory.
For our present purposes, the main consequence of this action is the following
recurrences for the principal specialization and the norm:
Corollary 2.5. For the principal specialization, we have:
(2.25)
k
(n)
λ (t0:t1, t2, t3; q, t)
k
(n)
λ (q
1/2t0:q1/2t1, q−1/2t2, q−1/2t3; q, t)
= q|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤n
1− tn−it0t1
1− qλitn−it0t1
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and
k
(n)
λ+1n(t0:t1, t2, t3; q, t)
k
(n)
λ (q
1/2t0:q1/2t1, q1/2t2, q1/2t3; q, t)
(2.26)
= q|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤n
(1− tn−it0t1)(1 − tn−it0t2)(1− tn−it0t3)
tn−it0(1− qλitn−it0t1t2t3)
For the norms of (normalized) Koornwinder polynomials, we have:
N
(n)
λ (t0:t1, t2, t3; q, t)
N
(n)
λ (q
1/2t0:q1/2t1, q−1/2t2, q−1/2t3; q, t)
(2.27)
=
∏
1≤i≤n
q−λi(1− qλitn−it0t1)(1 − qλitn−it2t3/q)
(1− tn−it0t1)(1 − tn−it2t3/q) ,
and
N
(n)
(λ+1n)(t0:t1, t2, t3; q, t)
N
(n)
λ (q
1/2t0:q1/2t1, q1/2t2, q1/2t3; q, t)
(2.28)
= t2n0 t
n(n−1)
∏
1≤i≤n
(1 − tn−it1t2)(1− tn−it1t3)(1 − tn−it2t3)
(1 − tn−it0t1)(1− tn−it0t2)(1 − tn−it0t3)
∏
1≤i≤n
q−λi(1− qλitn−iq)(1 − qλitn−it0t1t2t3)
(1− t2n−i−1t0t1t2t3)(1 − qt2n−i−1t0t1t2t3) .
Proof. For the first two recurrence relations, we observe that D
(n)
q (t0, t1; t)
and D
+(n)
q (t0, t1, t2, t3; t) respect principal specialization (relative to t0), and thus
these relations follow immediately from the action of these operators on Koorn-
winder polynomials. Similarly, the norm recurrence follows from this action to-
gether with adjointness. 
These recurrences are not quite enough to completely specify these quantities;
there is still freedom when λn = 0 to multiply by an arbitrary function of t0t1t2t3, q,
and t. To eliminate this freedom, we will use another, dual, collection of recurrences.
3. Integral operators
Gustafson’s original proof of Theorem 2.1 was based on the following integral
identity.
Theorem 3.1. [5] For any integer n ≥ 0, choose complex parameters q, t0,. . . ,
t2n+1, |q| < 1, such that the sets
(3.1) {qktr : k ≥ 0, 0 ≤ r ≤ 2n+ 1} and {q−k/tr : k ≥ 0, 0 ≤ r ≤ 2n+ 1}
are disjoint, and thus one can choose a contour C containing the first set and
excluding the second set. Then
(q; q)n
2nn!
∫
Cn
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(z±1i z
±1
j ; q)
∏
1≤i≤n
(z±2i ; q)∏
0≤r<2n+2(trz
±1
i ; q)
dzi
2π
√−1zi
(3.2)
=
(t0t1 · · · t2n+1; q)∏
0≤r<s≤2n+1(trts; q)
.
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Remark. In addition to the proof in [5, §7], based on a multivariate bilateral
hypergeometric summation identity, and a proof along the lines of [13] using the
fact that when n pairs of parameters multiply to q, the result is a determinant of
Askey-Wilson integrals, we remark that there is a third proof based on the identity
(3.3)
∏
1≤i≤n
(1+R(zi))
(1 − t0zi) · · · (1− tnzi)
1− z2i
∏
1≤i<j≤n
1
1− zizj =
∏
0≤i<j≤n
(1−titj),
which gives an argument along the lines of our proof of Theorem 2.1 above. As
in that case, this gives rise to pairs of adjoint difference operators acting on BCn-
symmetric polynomials; it is not clear, however, what significance these operators
might have.
Gustafson’s proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the following double integral:
∫
Cn+1
∫
C′n
∏
0≤i<j≤n(x
±1
i x
±1
j ; q)
∏
1≤i<j≤n(y
±1
i y
±1
j ; q)∏
0≤i≤n
1≤j≤n
(
√
tx±1i y
±1
j ; q)
∏
1≤i≤n
(y±2i ; q)
dyi
2π
√−1yi
(3.4)
∏
0≤i≤n
(x±2i ; q)∏
0≤r≤3(trx
±1
i ; q)
dxi
2π
√−1xi
,
with appropriate choices of contour. Both the x and y variables independently can
be integrated out via Theorem 3.1; the resulting identity gives a recurrence in n for
the Koornwinder normalization, from which Theorem 2.1 follows immediately.
Just as the first proof above gives rise to adjoint pairs of difference operators,
Gustafson’s proof gives rise to adjoint pairs of integral operators. Defining the
operators and proving adjointness is straightforward; the main difficulty is simply
proving that they take BCn-symmetric polynomials to BCn-symmetric polynomi-
als. The key fact is the following generalization of Theorem 3.1. Define an integral
operator I∗(n)(q) taking BCn-symmetric polynomials to S2n+2-symmetric functions
by
(3.5) (I∗(n)(q)f)(t0, t1, . . . , t2n+1) =
∫
Cn
f(. . . zi . . . )κ(. . . zi . . . )
dzi
2π
√−1zi
,
where
κ(. . . zi . . . ) =
∏
0≤r<s≤2n+1(trts; q)
(t0t1 · · · t2n+1; q)
(q; q)n
2nn!
(3.6)
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(z±1i z
±1
j ; q)
∏
1≤i≤n
(z±2i ; q)∏
0≤r<2n+2(trz
±1
i ; q)
and the contour C is as above.
Theorem 3.2. If
(3.7) f(. . . zi . . . ) =
∏
1≤i≤n
1≤j≤m
(yj + y
−1
j − zi − z−1i ),
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then
(I∗(n)(q)f)(t0, t1, . . . , t2n+1) = (t0t1 · · · t2n+1; q)−1m(3.8) ∏
1≤i≤m
(1 +R(yi))
∏
0≤r<2n+2(1− tryi)
yni (1 − y2i )
∏
1≤i<j≤m
1− qyiyj
1− yiyj .
Proof. The key step is the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. For any BCn-symmetric polynomial f ,
(1−R(y))y−n
∏
0≤r<2n
(1− try) (I∗(n)(q)f)(t0, t1, . . . , t2n−1, qy, 1/y)
= (1− t0t1 . . . t2n−1)y−1(1 − y2) (I∗(n−1)(q)f˜)(t0, t1, . . . , t2n−1),(3.9)
where
(3.10) f˜(z1, . . . , zn−1) =
∏
1≤i<n
(y + 1/y − zi − 1/zi)f(z1, . . . , zn−1, y)
Proof. In fact, the two integrals on the left have exactly the same integrand,
and thus their difference is controlled entirely by the difference in contours. This
difference is simply that one contour contains y and excludes 1/y, while the other
contains 1/y and excludes y. We can thus expand the left-hand side via residue
calculus; the result follows. 
In particular, the case (n,m) of the theorem implies the case (n − 1,m + 1);
since the case m = 0 is just Theorem 3.1, the result follows. 
Note that aside from the factor (t0t1 · · · t2n+1; q)−1m , the right-hand side is poly-
nomial in t0,. . . , t2n+1, and thus the following three integral operators take BCn-
symmetric polynomials to BCn′ symmetric polynomials, for n
′ = n+1, n, or n− 1
as appropriate.
Definition 2. Define three integral operators acting on BCn-symmetric poly-
nomials as follows.
(I
+(n)
t (q)f)(z1, . . . , zn+1) = (I
∗(n)
t (q)f)(. . .
√
tz±1i . . . )(3.11)
(I
(n)
t (t0, t1; q)f)(z1, . . . , zn) = (I
∗(n)
t (q)f)(t0, t1, . . .
√
tz±1i . . . )(3.12)
(I
−(n)
t (t0, t1, t2, t3; q)f)(z1, . . . , zn−1) = (I
∗(n)
t (q)f)(t0, t1, t2, t3, . . .
√
tz±1i . . . ).
(3.13)
Theorem 3.4. The above operators act on (BCn-symmetric) monomials as
follows.
I
+(n)
t (q)m
(n)
λ = t
|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤m
1− tn+1−λ′iqi−1
1− tn+1qi−1 m
(n+1)
λ + dominated terms,(3.14)
I
(n)
t (t0, t1; q)m
(n)
λ = t
|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤m
1− tn−λ′iqi−1t0t1
1− tnqi−1t0t1 m
(n)
λ + dominated terms,
(3.15)
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I
−(n)
t (t0, t1, t2, t3; q)m
(n)
λ = t
|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤m
1− tn−1−λ′iqi−1t0t1t2t3
1− tn−1qi−1t0t1t2t3 m
(n−1)
λ(3.16)
+ dominated terms,
where m
(n)
λ := 0 if ℓ(λ) > n.
Proof. We first observe that our integral operators are in fact very closely
related to our difference operators; an integral operator acting on the z variables
of a product
(3.17) fn,m =
∏
1≤i≤n,1≤j≤m
(yj + 1/yj − zi − 1/zi)
becomes a difference operator acting on the y variables of a corresponding product.
More precisely, we have the following special cases of Theorem 3.2.
I
+(n)
t (q)zfn,m = (t
n+1; q)−1m t
m(n+1)/2D
−(m)
t (q)yfn+1,m(3.18)
I
(n)
t (t0, t1; q)zfn,m = (t
nt0t1; q)
−1
m t
mn/2D
(m)
t (t0, t1; q)yfn,m
(3.19)
I
−(n)
t (t0, t1; q)zfn,m = (t
n−1t0t1t2t3; q)
−1
m t
m(n−1)/2D
+(m)
t (t0, t1, t2, t3; q)yfn−1,m.
(3.20)
Now, the product fn,m behaves nicely with respect to dominance of monomials:
we have an expansion
(3.21) fn,m =
∑
λ⊂mn
(−1)|λ|mλ(z1, . . . , zn)mnm−λ′(y1, . . . , ym)+ dominated terms,
in the sense that the coefficient ofmλ(z) has dominant monomial (−1)|λ|mnm−λ′(y),
and vice versa. (Note that nm − λ′ dominates µ if and only if mn − µ′ dominates
λ, so this condition is indeed symmetrical.)
Thus the fact that the difference operators are triangular implies that the inte-
gral operators are triangular, and similarly for determining the diagonal coefficients;
the theorem follows. 
Lemma 3.5. The integral operators satisfy the adjointness relations
(3.22) 〈gI(n)t (t0, t1; q)f〉(n)t′
0
,t′
1
,t′
2
,t′
3
;q,t = 〈fI
(n)
t (t
′
2, t
′
3; q)g〉(n)t0,t1,t2,t3;q,t
where (t′0, t
′
1, t
′
2, t
′
3) = (t
1/2t0, t
1/2t1, t
−1/2t2, t
−1/2t3), and
(3.23)
〈hI−(n)t (t0, t1, t2, t3; q)f〉(n−1)t1/2t0,t1/2t1,t1/2t2,t1/2t3;q,t = 〈fI
+(n−1)
t (q)h〉(n)t0,t1,t2,t3;q,t,
for any BCn-symmetric polynomials f and g, and any BCn−1-symmetric polyno-
mial h.
Proof. Simply change order of integration. 
Remark. Note that here we are using the normalized inner product.
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Corollary 3.6. The integral operators act on Koornwinder polynomials as
follows.
I
+(n)
t (q)K
(n)
λ (; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)(3.24)
= t|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤m
1− tn+1−λ′iqi−1
1− tn+1qi−1
K
(n+1)
λ (; t
−1/2t0, t
−1/2t1, t
−1/2t2, t
−1/2t3; q, t)
I
(n)
t (t0, t1; q)K
(n)
λ (; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)(3.25)
= t|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤m
1− tn−λ′iqi−1t0t1
1− tnqi−1t0t1
K
(n)
λ (; t
1/2t0, t
1/2t1, t
−1/2t2, t
−1/2t3; q, t)
I
−(n)
t (t0, t1, t2, t3; q)K
(n)
λ (; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)(3.26)
= t|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤m
1− tn−1−λ′iqi−1t0t1t2t3
1− tn−1qi−1t0t1t2t3
K
(n−1)
λ (; t
1/2t0, t
1/2t1, t
1/2t2, t
1/2t3; q, t).
Remark. In particular, note that
D−(n+1)q (t)I
+(n)
t (q) = I
−(n)
t (t0, t1, t2, t3; t)D
+(n)
q (t0, t1, t2, t3; t) = 0.(3.27)
Corollary 3.7. For the principal specialization, we have:
k
(n)
λ (t
1/2t0:t
1/2t1, t
−1/2t2, t
−1/2t3; q, t)
k
(n)
λ (t0:t1, t2, t3; q, t)
= t−|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤m
1− tnqi−1t0t1
1− tn−λ′iqi−1t0t1
(3.28)
and
k
(n+1)
λ (t
−1/2t0:t
−1/2t1, t
−1/2t2, t
−1/2t3; q, t)
k
(n)
λ (t0:t1, t2, t3; q, t)
= t−|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤m
1− tn+1qi−1
1− tn+1−λ′iqi−1
(3.29)
For the norms of (normalized) Koornwinder polynomials, we have:
N
(n)
λ (t
1/2t0:t
1/2t1, t
−1/2t2, t
−1/2t3; q, t)
N
(n)
λ (t0:t1, t2, t3; q, t)
(3.30)
= t|λ|
∏
1≤i≤m
(1 − tn−λ′iqi−1t0t1)(1 − tn−λ′iqi−1t2t3/t)
(1− tnqi−1t0t1)(1 − tnqi−1t2t3/t)
and
N
(n+1)
λ (t
−1/2t0:t
−1/2t1, t
−1/2t2, t
−1/2t3; q, t)
N
(n)
λ (t0:t1, t2, t3; q, t)
(3.31)
= t|λ|
∏
1≤i≤m
(1 − tn+1−λ′iqi−1)(1 − tn−λ′iqi−1t0t1t2t3/t2)
(1− tn+1qi−1)(1 − tnqi−1t0t1t2t3/t2)
Proof. The recurrences for the principal specialization follow from the ob-
servation that the limiting integral corresponding to the principal specialization of
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I
+(n)
t (; q)f or I
(n)
t (t0, t1; q)f resolves (modulo symmetry) into a single residue, and
is thus simply the principal specialization of f itself. The result thus follows from
the action of these operators on Koornwinder polynomials. The recurrences for the
norm follow immediately from adjointness. 
4. The difference-integral representation
Theorem 4.1. [14, 15] The principal specialization and norm of Koornwinder
polynomials are given by the following formulas.
k
(n)
λ (t0:t1, t2, t3; q, t) = (t0t
n−1)−|λ|tn(λ)
C0λ(t
n, tn−1t0t1, t
n−1t0t2, t
n−1t0t3; q, t)
C−λ (t; q, t)C
+
λ (t
2n−2t0t1t2t3/q; q, t)
(4.1)
N
(n)
λ (t0:t1, t2, t3; q, t) = ∆λ(t
2n−2t0t1t2t3/q|tn, tn−1t0t1, tn−1t0t2, tn−1t0t3; q, t)−1
(4.2)
Proof. The recurrences of Corollary 2.5 allow us to deduce the formulas for
λ + 1n from the formula for λ; it thus suffices to consider the case λn = 0. But
then the recurrences of Corollary 3.7 prove this case, given that the theorem holds
in n− 1 dimensions. Since the theorem holds for λ = 0, it holds in general. 
The structure of the above induction gives rise to the following construction of
Koornwinder polynomials.
Theorem 4.2. Construct a family Kˆ
(n)
λ (; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t) of BCn-symmetric
polynomials, defined for nonnegative integers n and partitions λ with ℓ(λ) ≤ n, as
follows.
(i) Kˆ
(0)
0 (; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t) = 1
(ii) For n > 0, λn = 0,
Kˆ
(n)
λ (; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t) =t
−|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤m
1− tnqi−1
1− tn−λ′iqi−1(4.3)
I
+(n−1)
t (q)Kˆ
(n−1)
λ (; t
1/2t0, t
1/2t1, t
1/2t2, t
1/2t3; q, t)
(iii) For n > 0, λn > 0,
Kˆ
(n)
λ (; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t) = q
(|λ|−n)/2
∏
1≤i≤n
(1 − qλitn−it0t1t2t3/q)−1(4.4)
D+(n)q (t0, t1, t2, t3; t)(4.5)
Kˆ
(n)
λ−1n(; q
1/2t0, q
1/2t1, q
1/2t2, q
1/2t3; q, t).
Then the resulting polynomials are simply the Koornwinder polynomials.
Remark 4.3. Similarly, one can define a family of polynomials by
(4.6) P¯
∗(n)
λ (; q, t, s) = t
−|λ|/2
∏
1≤i≤m
1− tnqi−1
1− tn−λ′iqi−1 I
+(n−1)
t (q)P¯
∗(n−1)
λ (; q, t, s)
P¯
∗(n)
λ (x1, x2 . . . xn; q, t, s) =
∏
1≤i≤n
(xi + x
−1
i − s− s−1)(4.7)
P¯
∗(n)
λ−1n(x1, x2, . . . xn; q, t, sq).
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The resulting polynomials are simply (the symmetric versions of) Okounkov’s in-
terpolation polynomials [10]; see also [11]. Indeed, this differs from Okounkov’s
integral representation for these polynomials only in that our integral operator is
defined by a contour integral, rather than a sum. When the polynomial is spe-
cialized at a point of the form qµitn−is, our contour integral becomes a sum over
partitions by residue calculus, and agrees in that case with Okounkov’s q-integral.
Thus the above construction for Koornwinder polynomials can be viewed as an
analogue of Okounkov’s representation; in fact, these are both special cases of the
construction given in [13]
Remark 4.4. Unfortunately, the above machinery does not appear to give rise
to a similar proof of evaluation symmetry; of course, we can always refer to the
arguments of van Diejen [15] or Okounkov [10] showing that evaluation symmetry
follows from the principal specialization formula.
Another straightforward consequence of our machinery is the following result
of Mimachi.
Theorem 4.5. [8] For any integers m,n ≥ 0,
∏
1≤i≤n
1≤j≤m
(yj + y
−1
j − xi − x−1i ) =
∑
λ⊂mn
(−1)|λ|K(n)λ (x1, . . . xn; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)
(4.8)
K
(m)
nm−λ′(y1, . . . ym; t0, t1, t2, t3; t, q)
Proof. Clearly the left-hand side admits some expansion of the form
(4.9)
∑
λ,µ⊂mn
cλµK
(n)
λ (x1, . . . xn; t0, t1, t2, t3; q, t)K
(m)
µ (y1, . . . ym; t0, t1, t2, t3; t, q).
If we apply one of the “second-order” difference operators for which K
(n)
λ is a
basis of eigenfunctions, the proof of Theorem 3.4 turns this composition of two
difference operators in the x variables into a composition of two integral operators
in the y variables, for which K
(m)
µ is a basis of eigenfunctions. Comparing the two
eigenvalues, we find that cλµ = 0 unless µ = n
m − λ′. The coefficient then follows
by an examination of dominant terms. 
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